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“Good decisions come from 
experience. Experience comes 
from making bad decisions.” 
– Mark Twain
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
QC seed failures are not uncommon on MMRP projects, but the responses to these failures vary wildly through the industry.  The best-case scenario would be to perform a thorough root cause analysis (RCA) and implement any corrective action (CA) on not only the project in question but sharing the information across your organization to prevent future quality concerns.  More often though, the information generated doesn’t extend beyond the project team for the given project.  And in the worst-case scenario, the RCA process is rushed to prevent interruptions to production schedules.  Let’s talk about what we can do to fix that.



Pop Quiz!
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→Do we need to seed on transects in a 
Remedial Investigation? 

→What information do you record when 
you are seeding?

→Does every MQO failure require 
corrective action?



Most seed failures fall into one of these five basic 
categories :
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What Are the Main Failure Modes?

• Positioning
• Detection
• Targeting
• Classification
• Intrusive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most seed failures fall into one of these five basic categories:PositioningDetectionTargetingClassificationIntrusiveLets look at some examples and how they were resolved.



How Do You Find The True Root 
Cause?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How do you find the true root cause? Often we say “retrain the operator”, and while that is important it should really just be the start, not the finish.  We need to look at the procedures, not just the operator. There can be a tendency to downplay a seed failure and say it is an isolated incident without really binding the condition or finding the true cause.  Don’t just look at the symptoms, that does not do anything to keep the issue from reoccurring on your site (and future sites).  If you attended the RCA workshop yesterday, you should be familiar with the concept of the “Five Whys”. Five Whys- Five whys is an iterative interrogative technique used to explore the cause-and-effect relationships underlying a particular problem. The primary goal of the technique is to determine the root cause of a defect or problem by repeating the question "Why?" five times. The answer to the fifth why should reveal the root cause of the problem.
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How Do You Find The True Root 
Cause?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are other methods beyond the Five Whys that merit mentioning, such as Ishikawa diagrams- Ishikawa diagrams (also called fishbone diagrams or herringbone diagrams) are causal diagrams that show the potential causes of a specific event. Each cause is a source of variation. Causes are then grouped into categories to identify and classify these sources of variation.  Human nature is to point fingers and not take responsibility, that is something we need to keep in mind.  Missing a seed should be viewed as an opportunity to make improvements. One thing that is important to do is bind the problem, regardless of the cause.  Is it specific to a grid?  A team? An instrument?  A day of collection?  Is it a larger issue than that?



Positioning Failures
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→Collect data with IMU to correct for tilt

→Add more targets!

Initial 
Corrective Action

Additional 
Corrective Action

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Positioning failures can occur with RTK GPS, total station, or SLAM, particularly with the tighter MQOs for both dynamic and cued geophysical data.  The newer Trimble R12i has built in tilt correction that is incredibly useful on sites with slopes. I don’t know how we lived without it for so many years but it has become our standard now when collecting EM61 or similar data where an IMU is not in use.  At least when we have an open view of the sky.The QAPP template lists a MQO of 0.40m radius for seed detection in dynamic data.  That is black text.  I don’t know about the rest of you but we have struggled to consistently meet that MQO and when using an EM61 we have at times written a field change to expand it.  The trade off is that we have seen more recollects in our cued data due to offsets. For RTS, most of the issues we have seen are a result of not doing a proper resection.  It is bound to happen when you are moving the equipment so often, and the corrective action is often more training and just slowing down.  I know that seems counter intuitive on a fixed price project, but as the saying goes, “If you can’t afford to do it right the first time, you can’t afford to do it twice.” Weston was an early adopter of SLAM positioning, and it has been a game changer in tree covered environments with much higher production rates and less quality issues than RTS.  That said, SLAM does not have the same precision as RTK GPS in our experience.  You might need to relax your positioning MQOs when using SLAM.  This can be a tricky proposition because you have to acquire enough data to make a defensible argument and may be failing your original MQOs in the process.  For more about SLAM positioning, be sure to attend the Innovative and Emerging Technology Session tomorrow at 10:20 where my coworkers Jake Vera and Giuliana Simmens will go into far greater detail.
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Detection Failures

→Are  t he re  o t he r se e d s in t he  g rid ?

→Did  you p ass t he  AM and  PM IVS te st s?

→Do t he  fie ld  no te s t e ll you anyt hing ?

→Is t he  se e d  too  d e e p?

→Are  t he re  o t he r t arg e t s in t he  g rid ?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I have seen issues with seeds that are too deep (particularly with sensors with small transmitter coils) but if your instrument doesn’t detect a seed, the instrument usually is not functioning properly.  The first step is determining the extent of the issue.  Did it pass the AM and PM IVS tests?  Were any other seeds encountered on the given day?  Or survey nails or anything else with ground truth? If the seed is in fact too deep, that isn’t necessarily a bad thing.  Now you have a better idea of what the limitations of technology are on the site.



Targeting Failures
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→ We have started using non -blind seeds in 
challenging areas and providing the ground truth 
for these items to the data processor to assist in 
positioning and targeting TOI.

→ Is your targeting failure actually a positioning or 
detection failure?

→ Did the QC Geophysicist screw up with where they 
planted the seed?  Make a Blind Seed Plan!

→ Are there dipole picks at each end of the seed?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Targeting failures are most commonly related to merging radius and ISO items that produce responses at each pole. This is a tricky issue since we want to reduce the number of locations we have to return to for cued data but can’t risk missing TOI. My co-worker Rachel Wolff has an entire presentation comparing dynamic EM61 and dynamic Metal Mapper data that I highly recommend you attend. She covers this topic much better than I ever could. We have started using non-blind seeds in challenging areas and providing the ground truth for these items to the data processor to assist in positioning and targeting seeds.
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Classification Failures

→ The re  is a fine  b alance  b e twe e n p aring  d own t he  
d ig  list  and  re m oving  act ual TOI.

→ Is m ore  autom at ion b e t t e r to  re m ove  t he  hum an 
facto r?

→ We  have  se e n Cat  3 t arg e t s on se e d s wit h ne arb y 
Cat  1 t arg e t s (b ut  no t  clo se  e noug h to  m e e t  
MQOS).

→ Should  se e d s b e  p lace d  in clut t e re d  are as?  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we are following our SOPs and have high quality data, seeds should be relatively easy to classify.  In my experience, classification failures often come down to human error.  This is a small ISO at 18 cm with a high library match and model fit, but the symmetry looks poor for an ISO item so it was manually removed from the dig list. I have also seen failures as a result of classification results that are rushed into production, such as when there are dig teams waiting on targets.



Intrusive Failures
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→Set expectations!

→Can a geophysicist be considered 
essential personnel and join the initial 
intrusive effort?

→Review data and provide feedback as 
quickly as possible.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I have seen more issues with seeds not being properly reported than with them not being recovered.  In my experience it is important to review dig results from the start and convey any concerns to the SUXOS and UXOQCS.  At a past employer I worked on a site where every dig was entered with the same time stamp at the end of the day and they were all six inches deep and 0.1 pounds.  Letting the team know that someone was paying attention fixed this behavior immediately. For AGC we have to let the intrusive teams know that the expectation is lower production with a higher level of detail than they have become accustomed to over years in the field. The seeds that are properly documented during intrusive are the easy part. The biggest challenge I have with tracking intrusive results is knowing if a seed was actually missed or just not investigated yet.  I have started using a lookup table to compare target IDs for seeds to target IDs in our dig results to ensure that I do not miss any seeds that may have been improperly documented.



How Do We Explain Failures To Our 
Clients and Stakeholders?
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→ Explain the purpose of QC seeds and set 
expectations during QAPP development and the 
TPP process, before there is a failure. 

Communication is key!

→ At that time, you should be able to answer any 
concerns they may have and manage expectations.

→ When you are doing QC and encounter a missed 
seed, the best thing you can do is respond quickly .  

→ Let the QA geophysicist know that there is an issue 
as soon as identified but wait until we have a root 
cause analysis and corrective action complete to 
share it with stakeholders.  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Elise pointed out to me that there is actually an entire worksheet in the QAPP dedicated to this topic.  Do you know what it is?  I will confess that I didn’t, I spend all my time in Worksheet #12 and Worksheet #22.  Worksheet #6 is COMMUNICATION PATHWAYS AND PROCEDURES.When you are doing QC and encounter a missed seed, the best thing you can do is respond quickly.  Hopefully you had the opportunity to review data as it is being collected and processed rather than at the end of the field effort.  When that happens it makes it a challenge to implement meaningful changes. I typically let the QA geophysicist know that there is an issue as soon as I identify it, but wait until we have our root cause analysis and corrective action complete to share it with stakeholders.  At that time you should be able to answer any concerns they may have and manage expectations.
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How Do You Share This Information 
Across Your Organization?

RCA Tracker Lesson Learned Portal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At Weston we have a log to track all RCAs across all projects, with information such as the technology uses, the failure mode, the root cause, and the corrective action. This has been useful for identifying larger trends that might have been missed at the project level. Weston has also implemented a portal with lessons learned and quality observations that is accessible to everyone in the GCO.  It includes a description of the issue, recommendations, and preventative action.  The portal is getting rather big now, but it includes a search engine if you are looking for a specific issue. I like to go through the issues on the portal with the field team at kickoff for new projects. 



Questions?
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Remember, failures are opportunities 
to learn. They aren’t a bad thing 
unless you keep making the same 
mistakes over and over. 



Want To Know More?

Contact Us
Harry Wagner, CQM
MMRP Ge op hysical QC Manag e r
We ston So lut ions, Inc.

Harry.Wag ne r@We sto nSo lut io ns.com

775-225-1424

Elise Goggin
QA Ge op hysicist
USACE EM CX

Elise .M.Gog g in@usace .army.mil

256-640-5822
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Trust. Performance. People.

Garrick Marcoux, PGp
MMRP Ge op hysical Group  Manag e r
We ston So lut ions, Inc.

Garrick.Marcoux@We stonSo lut io ns.com

865-566-10 13
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